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Show Me Microsoft Windows XPQue, 2003
Microsoft Windows XP Home and Professional editions provide an elegant new user interface and powerful new tools with which to burn a CD, view and manage digital photos and music, and invite PC experts to see and manipulate what's on your screen over the Internet. This book covers all the important tasks that readers need to know, from using...
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Tricks of the Podcasting MastersQue, 2006
Have you figured out the basics of making a podcast, but now want to make a great podcast, and possibly make some money? Tricks of the Podcasting Masters holds the answers to questions such as:

	
    How do I interact with listeners and get them to come back...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003Que, 2003
The ONLY comprehensive resource readers need to learn Microsoft's powerful presentation application! Special Edition Using Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 is intended for experienced computer users who want to be able to utilize PowerPoint's more sophisticated features. The focus of this book is to get you up and running quickly, and then spend...
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Show Me Microsoft Office Access 2003Que, 2003
Microsoft Office Access 2003 provides powerful new tools with which to manage data, find and retrieve information faster than ever, share information, and integrate solutions with server side products. Access 2003 incorporates some of the latest technologies such as XML and Microsoft SharePoint to extend data exchange over an intranet or the...
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Easy Microsoft MoneyQue, 2003
Easy Microsoft Money 2004 is the perfect book for beginners who want to learn Microsoft’s financial software through a visual, full-color approach. Topics include the Credit Center, Bill Estimator, portfolio customization, importing Quicken files, tracking your income and expenses, budgeting, managing account...
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Show Me Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003Que, 2003
For those who would rather be shown how than told how.

	
    Create powerful presentations faster using ready-made design templates and Smart Tags

    
	
    Organize information and add impact with clip art, tables, charts, and diagrams

    

...
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MCDBA, MCSE, MCSD, MCAD Training Guide (70-229): SQL Server 2000 Database Design and ImplementationQue, 2003
MCAD/MCSD/MCSE Training Guide (70-229): SQL Server 2000 Database Design and Implementation is the perfect study guide to help you pass the 70-229 exam, which is an elective for the MCSD, MCAD, MCDBA, and MCSE programs. If you are preparing for this exam, you'll find our Training Guide to be the most effective self-study tool in the market! This...
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Easy Microsoft Frontpage 2003Que, 2003
Easy Microsoft FrontPage 2003 takes the work out of learning Microsoft FrontPage 2003 by using short, easy-to-follow lessons that show you how to accomplish basic tasks quickly and efficiently! It is the perfect book for beginners who want to learn to use FrontPage 2003 through a visual, full-color approach. More than 100 hands-on lessons are...
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Show Me Microsoft Office 2003Que, 2003
Microsoft Office 2003 provides a powerful integrated suite of programs with which to create and share documents and presentations, communicate, and analyze business information. It takes advantage of the latest technologies such as XML and Microsoft SharePoint to extend desktop productivity and workspace collaboration over an intranet or the...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Tablet PCsQue, 2003
If you just got a Tablet PC or are interested in learning more about what a Tablet PC can do, you've picked up the right book. I won't treat you like you're an idiot or a dummy—just someone who is new to the Tablet PC.

With that said, I will write from the perspective that you're not new to...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to A+ CertificationQue, 2003
Passing a test is one thing...mastering the field is another, and this book is the first step to mastering the world of PC hardware and operating systems. Mark Edward Soper not only shows you what you need to pass the tests, but also what you need to have an edge on the competition, on exam day and in the workplace. Each chapter...
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MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-310): Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Visual Basic .NET and the .NET FrameworkQue, 2003
This certification exam measures your ability to develop and implement middle-tier components, server components, and XML Web services by using Visual Studio .NET and the Microsoft .NET Framework. This exam counts as a core credit toward the new MCAD (Microsoft Certified Application Developer) certification as well as a core credit toward the...
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